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Abstract
We study quantum chains whose Hamiltonians are perturbations by interactions of short
range of a Hamiltonian that does not couple the degrees of freedom located at different sites of
the chain and has a strictly positive energy gap above its ground-state energy. For interactions
that are form-bounded w.r.t. the on-site Hamiltonian terms, we prove that the spectral gap of
the perturbed Hamiltonian above its ground-state energy is bounded from below by a positive
constant uniformly in the length of the chain, for small values of a coupling constant. In our
proof we use a novel method introduced in [FP] and based on local Lie-Schwinger conjuga-
tions of the Hamiltonians associated with connected subsets of the chain.
1 Introduction: Models and Results
In this paper, we study spectral properties of Hamiltonians of some family of quantum chains
with interactions of short range, including bosonic systems like an array of coupled anharmonic
oscillators. We are primarily interested in determining the multiplicity of the ground-state en-
ergy and in estimating the size of the spectral gap above the ground-state energy of Hamilto-
nians of such chains, as the length of the chains tend to infinity. We will consider a family of
Hamiltonians for which we will prove that their ground-state energy is finitely degenerate and
the spectral gap above the ground-state energy is bounded from below by a positive constant,
uniformly in the length of the chain. Connected sets of Hamiltonians with these properties rep-
resent what people tend to call (somewhat misleadingly) a “topological phase”. Our analysis
is motivated by recent wide-spread interest in characterising topological phases of matter; see,
e.g., [MN], [NSY], [BN].
Results similar to the ones established in this paper, but mainly for bounded interactions,
have been proven before, often using so-called “cluster expansions”: see [DFF], [FFU], [KT],
[Y], [KU], [DS] [H] and refs. given there. Concerning bosonic systems we mention [FFU]
and the paper by D. Yarotsky, see [Y]. In the latter paper the same type of results discussed in
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the following have been proven in some generality for “relatively bounded perturbations" that
include the unbounded interactions discussed in Sect. 1.1. Notably, in [Y], small perturba-
tions of the AKLT model have been treated by a demanding application of a cluster expansion
combined with a scaling transformation.
The purpose of this paper is to extend to bosonic systems a novel method1 described in
[FP]. This method is based on iterative unitary conjugations of the Hamiltonians, which serve
to block-diagonalise them with respect to a fixed orthogonal projection and its orthogonal
complement.
1.1 A concrete family of quantum chains
The Hilbert space of pure state vectors of the quantum chains studied in this paper has the form
H (N) :=
N⊗
j=1
H j , (1.1)
where H j ≃ H , ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . , and where H is a separable Hilbert space. Let H be a non-
negative operator on H with the properties that 0 is an eigenvalue of H corresponding to an
eigenvector Ω ∈ H , and
H ↾{CΩ}⊥≥ 1 ,
where 1 is the identity operator. We define
Hi := 11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H↑
ithslot
⊗ . . .1N . (1.2)
By PΩi we denote the orthogonal projector onto the subspace
H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ {CΩ}
↑
ithslot
⊗ · · · ⊗ HN ⊂ H (N) , and P⊥Ωi := 1 − PΩi . (1.3)
Then
Hi = PΩiHiPΩi + P
⊥
Ωi
HiP
⊥
Ωi
,
with
PΩiHiPΩi = 0 , P
⊥
Ωi
HiP
⊥
Ωi
≥ P⊥Ωi . (1.4)
We study quantum chains on the graph IN−1,1 := {1, . . . ,N}, N < ∞ arbitrary, with a Hamilto-
nian of the form
KN ≡ KN(t) :=
N∑
i=1
Hi + t
∑
Ik,i⊂IN−1,1
k≤k¯
VIk,i , (1.5)
where t ∈ R is a coupling constant, k¯ < ∞ is an arbitrary, but fixed integer, Ik,i is the “interval”
given by {i, . . . , i + k}, i = 1, . . . ,N − k, and VIk,i is a symmetric operator acting onH (N) with
the property that
VIk,i acts as the identity on
⊗
j∈IN−1,1 , j<Ik,i
H j . (1.6)
1See [DFFR] for the use of a similar block-diagonalization in a simpler context. Ideas somewhat similar to the
scheme in [FP] have been used in work of J. Z. Imbrie, [I1], [I2].
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The interval Ik,i is called the “support” of VIk,i . Furthermore, we assume that D((H
0
Ik,i
)
1
2 ) ⊆
D(VIk,i) where H
0
Ik,i
:=
∑i+k
l=i Hl, and for any φ ∈ D((H0Ik,i )
1
2 )
|〈φ , VIk,iφ〉| ≤ a〈φ , (H0Ik,i + 1)φ〉, (1.7)
for some universal constant a > 0. Under these assumptions, using the inequality
∑
Ik,i⊂IN−1,1
H0Ik,i ≤ (k + 1)
N∑
i=1
Hi , (1.8)
we know that for |t| sufficiently small (depending on k¯ and a, but independent of N) the sym-
metric operator in (1.5) is defined and bounded from below on D(H0
IN−1,1
), and can be extended
to a densely defined self-adjoint operator whose domain we denote D(KN) ⊆ D((H0IN−1,1 )
1
2 ),
namely the Friedrichs extension of the operator in (1.5). It is not difficult to check that, under
our hypotheses on the potentials, this extension coincides with the self-adjoint operator defined
through the KLMN theorem starting from the closed quadratic form associated with (1.5).
The constraint in (1.7) readily implies that
‖(H0Ik,i + 1)−
1
2VIk;i(H
0
Ik,i
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖ ≤ a . (1.9)
Hence we introduce the weighted norm
‖VIk;i‖H0 := ‖(H0Ik,i + 1)−
1
2VIk;i(H
0
Ik,i
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖ (1.10)
where we point out that the weight (H0
Ik,i
+ 1)−
1
2 depends on the interval Ik,i though this is not
reflected in the symbol ‖ · ‖H0 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that a = 12 .
Our results apply to anharmonic quantum crystal models described by Hamiltonians of the
type
K
crystal
N
:=
N∑
j=1
(
− d
2
dx2
j
+ V(x j))
)
+ t
N−1∑
j=1
W(x j, x j+1) =:
N∑
j=1
H j + t
N−1∑
j=1
W(x j, x j+1) (1.11)
acting on the Hilbert space HN := ⊗N
j=1
L2(R , dx j), with V(x j) ≥ 0, V(x j) → ∞ for |x j| →
∞, D((H j + H j+1) 12 ) ⊆ D(W(x j, x j+1)), and W(x j, x j+1) form-bounded by H j + H j+1. The
class described above includes the φ4−model on the one-dimensional lattice, corresponding to
V(x j) = x
2
j
+ x4
j
and W(xi, x j) = x jx j+1.
To simplify our presentation, starting from Sect. 2.3.1 we consider a nearest-neighbor
interaction with
‖VI1,i‖H0 := ‖(H0I1,i + 1)−
1
2VI1,i(H
0
I1,i
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖ = 1
2
and t > 0 small enough. However, with obvious modifications, our proof can be adapted to
general Hamiltonians of the type in (1.5).
1.2 Main result
The main result in this paper is the following theorem proven in Section 4, (see Theorem 4.4).
Theorem. Under the assumption that (1.4), (1.6) and (1.9) hold, the Hamiltonian KN
defined in (1.5) has the following properties: There exists some t0 > 0 such that, for any t ∈ R
with |t| < t0, and for all N < ∞,
3
(i) KN has a unique ground-state; and
(ii) the energy spectrum of KN has a strictly positive gap, ∆N(t) ≥ 12 , above the ground-state
energy.
Results similar to the theorem stated above have appeared in the literature; see [Y]. The
main novelty introduced in this paper is our method of proof.
We define
Pvac :=
N⊗
i=1
PΩi . (1.12)
Note that Pvac is the orthogonal projection onto the ground-state of the operator KN(t = 0) =∑N
i=1 Hi. Our aim is to find an anti-symmetric matrix S N(t) = −S N(t)∗ acting onH (N) (so that
exp
( ± S N(t)) is unitary) with the property that, after conjugation, the operator
eS N (t)KN(t)e
−S N (t) =: K˜N(t) (1.13)
is “block-diagonal” with respect to Pvac, P
⊥
vac(:= 1−Pvac), in the sense that Pvac projects onto
the ground-state of K˜N(t),
K˜N(t) = PvacK˜N(t)Pvac + P
⊥
vacK˜N(t)P
⊥
vac , (1.14)
and
infspec
(
P⊥vacK˜N(t)P
⊥
vac ↾P⊥vacH (N)
)
≥ infspec
(
PvacK˜N(t)Pvac ↾PvacH (N)
)
+ ∆N(t) , (1.15)
with ∆N(t) ≥ 12 , for |t| < t0, uniformly in N. The iterative construction of the operator S N(t),
yielding (1.14), and the proof of (1.15) are the main tasks to be carried out. Formal aspects of
our construction are described in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 is devoted to a detailed description of the
algorithm yielding the effective potentials at each step of the block-diagonalization procedure.
In Sect. 4, the proof of convergence of our construction of the operator S N(t) and the proof of
a lower bound on the spectral gap ∆N(t), for sufficiently small values of |t|, are presented, with
a few technicalities deferred to Appendix A.
Notation
1) Notice that Ik,q can also be seen as a connected one-dimensional graph with k edges con-
necting the k+ 1 vertices q, 1+ q, . . . , k+ q, or as an “interval” of length k whose left end-point
coincides with q.
2) We use the same symbol for the operator O j acting onH j and the corresponding operator
1i ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 j−1 ⊗ O j ⊗ 1 j+1 · · · ⊗ 1l
acting on
⊗l
k=i
Hk, for any i ≤ j ≤ l.
3) With the symbol “⊂" we denote strict inclusion, otherwise we use the symbol “⊆".
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2 Local conjugations based on Lie-Schwinger series
In this section we describe some of the key ideas underlying our proof of the theorem an-
nounced in the previous section. We study quantum chains with Hamiltonians KN(t) of the
form described in (1.5) acting on the Hilbert space H (N) defined in (1.1). As announced in
Sect. 1, our aim is to block-diagonalize KN(t), for |t| small enough, by conjugating it by a
sequence of unitary operators chosen according to the “Lie-Schwinger procedure” (supported
on subsets of {1, . . . ,N} of successive sites). The block-diagonalization will concern operators
acting on tensor-product spaces of the sortHq⊗· · ·⊗Hk+q (and acting trivially on the remaining
tensor factors), and it will be with respect to the projection onto the ground-state (“vacuum”)
subspace, {C(Ωq ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωk+q)}, contained inHq ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hk+q and its orthogonal complement.
Along the way, new interaction terms are being created whose support corresponds to ever
longer intervals (connected subsets) of the chain.
The block-diagonalization procedure for unbounded interactions treated in this paper is
essentially identical to the scheme introduced in [FP] for interaction potentials acting on fi-
nite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Hence the formal aspects described in the next subsection
are unchanged w.r.t. [FP]. Yet, the rigorous control of the series yielding the intermediate
Hamiltonians K
(k,q)
N
reported in (2.2)-(2.3) below and the control of the energy spectrum of
the Hamiltonians GIk;q in (2.31) require some modifications due to the unboundedness of the
potentials. In Sect. 2.3 and Remarks 3.1, 3.4 we will explain how to take care of these issues
and why the same underlying scheme works in spite of the more singular situation treated in
this paper. Given the well known complications of most methods when applied to bosonic
systems, it is remarkable that our methods work for such systems.
2.1 Block-diagonalization: Definitions and formal aspects
For each k, we consider (N − k) block-diagonalization steps, each of them associated with a
subset Ik,q, q = 1, . . . ,N−k. The block-diagonalization of the Hamiltonian will be with respect
to the subspaces associated with the projectors in (2.4)-(2.5), introduced below. By (k, q) we
label the block-diagonalization step associated with Ik,q. We introduce an ordering amongst
these steps:
(k′, q′) ≻ (k, q) (2.1)
if k′ > k or if k′ = k and q′ > q.
Our original Hamiltonian is denoted by K
(0,N)
N
:= KN(t). We carry out the first block-diagonalisation
step yielding K
(1,1)
N
. The index (0,N) is our initial choice of the index (k, q): all the on-site
terms in the Hamiltonian, i.e, the terms Hi, are block-diagonal with respect to the subspaces
associated with the projectors in (2.4)-(2.5), for l = 0. Our goal is to arrive at a Hamiltonian of
the form
K
(k,q)
N
:=
N∑
i=1
Hi + t
N−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
I1,i
+ t
N−2∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
I2,i
+ · · · + t
N−k∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
Ik,i
(2.2)
+t
N−k−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
Ik+1,i
+ · · · + t
2∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
IN−2,i
+ tV
(k,q)
IN−1,1
(2.3)
after the block-diagonalization step (k, q), with the following properties:
1. For a fixed Il,i, the corresponding potential term changes, at each step of the block-
diagonalization procedure, up to the step (k, q) ≡ (l, i); hence V (k,q)
Il,i
is the potential term
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associated with the interval Il,i at step (k, q) of the block-diagonalization, and the super-
script (k, q) keeps track of the changes in the potential term in step (k, q). The operator
V
(k,q)
Il,i
is symmetric and acts as the identity on the spaces H j for j , i, i + 1, . . . , i + l; the
description of how these terms are created and estimates on their norms are deferred to
Sects. 3 and 4;
2. for all sets Il,i with (l, i) ≺ (k, q) and for the set Il,i ≡ Ik,q, the associated potential V (k,q)Il,i is
block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposition of the identity into the sum of projectors
P
(−)
Il,i
:= PΩi ⊗ PΩi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ PΩi+l , (2.4)
P
(+)
Il,i
:= (PΩi ⊗ PΩi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ PΩi+l)⊥ . (2.5)
3. We warn the reader that new potentials created along the block-diagonalization process
are t-dependent though this is not reflected in our notation.
Remark 2.1. The term step is used throughout the paper with two slightly different meanings:
i) as level in the block-diagonalization iteration, e.g., K
(k,q)
N
is the Hamiltonian in step (k, q);
ii) for the block-diagonalization procedure to switch from level (k, q−1) to level (k, q), e.g.,
the step (k, q − 1) → (k, q).
Remark 2.2. It is important to notice that if V
(k,q)
Il,i
is block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposition of
the identity into
P
(+)
Il,i
+ P
(−)
Il,i
,
i.e.,
V
(k,q)
Il,i
= P
(+)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(+)
Il,i
+ P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
,
then, for Il,i ⊂ Ir, j, we have that
P
(+)
Ir, j
[
P
(+)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(+)
Il,i
+ P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
]
P
(−)
Ir, j
= 0 .
To see that the first term vanishes, we use that
P
(+)
Il,i
P
(−)
Ir, j
= 0 , (2.6)
while, in the second term, we use that
P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
P
(−)
Ir, j
= P
(−)
Ir, j
P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
P
(−)
Ir, j
(2.7)
and
P
(+)
Ir, j
P
(−)
Ir, j
= 0 . (2.8)
Hence V
(k,q)
Il,i
is also block-diagonal with respect to the decomposition of the identity into
P
(+)
Ir, j
+ P
(−)
Ir, j
.
However, notice that
P
(−)
Ir, j
[
P
(+)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(+)
Il,i
+ P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
]
P
(−)
Ir, j
= P
(−)
Ir, j
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Ir, j
. (2.9)
But
P
(+)
Ir, j
[
P
(+)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(+)
Il,i
+ P
(−)
Il,i
V
(k,q)
Il,i
P
(−)
Il,i
]
P
(+)
Ir, j
remains as it is.
Remark 2.3. The block-diagonalization procedure that we will implement enjoys the property
that the terms block-diagonalized along the process do not change, anymore, in subsequent
steps.
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2.2 Lie-Schwinger conjugation associated with Ik,q
Here we explain the block-diagonalization procedure from (k, q−1) to (k, q) by which the term
V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
is transformed to a new operator, V
(k,q)
Ik,q
, which is block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposi-
tion of the identity into
P
(+)
Ik,q
+ P
(−)
Ik,q
.
We note that the steps of the type2 (k,N − k) → (k + 1, 1) are somewhat different, because the
first index (i.e., the number of edges of the interval) is changing from k to k + 1. We start by
showing how our procedure works for them. Later we deal with steps (k, q− 1) → (k, q), with
N − k ≥ q ≥ 2.
Remark 2.4. Wewarn the reader that, in the discussion below and in Definition 3.2, some of the
steps are only formal, due to the presence of unbounded operators and of series of operators;
for example the definition in (2.18) might be ill defined for unbounded operators; but, as shown
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the formula is still meaningful for the operators studied here. With
regard to the definition in (2.10), we remark that in Theorem 4.2 the r-h-s will be shown to be
a well defined self-adjoint operator starting from the associated quadratic form.
We recall that the Hamiltonian K
(k,N−k)
N
is given by
K
(k,N−k)
N
:=
N∑
i=1
Hi + t
N−1∑
i=1
V
(k,N−k)
I1,i
+ t
N−2∑
i=1
V
(k,N−k)
I2,i
+ · · · + t
N−k∑
i=1
V
(k,N−k)
Ik,i
(2.10)
+t
N−k−1∑
i=1
V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,i
+ · · · + t
2∑
i=1
V
(k,N−k)
IN−2,i + tV
(k,N−k)
IN−1,1 (2.11)
and has the following properties
1. each operator V
(k,N−k)
Il,i
is symmetric and acts as the identity on the spaces H j for j ,
i, i + 1, . . . , i + l. (In Sects. 3 and 4 we explain how these terms are created and their
norms estimated);
2. each operator V
(k,N−k)
Il,i
, with l ≤ k, is block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposition of the
identity into the sum of projectors in (2.4)-(2.5).
With the next block-diagonalization step, labeled by (k+1, 1), we want to block-diagonalize
the interaction term V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
, considering the operator
GIk+1,1 :=
∑
i⊂Ik+1,1
Hi + t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik+1,1
V
(k,N−k)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik,i⊂Ik+1,1
V
(k,N−k)
Ik,i
(2.12)
as the “unperturbed" Hamiltonian. This operator is block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposition of
the identity in (2.23), i.e.,
GIk+1,1 = P
(+)
Ik+1,1
GIk+1,1P
(+)
Ik+1,1
+ P
(−)
Ik+1,1
GIk+1,1P
(−)
Ik+1,1
; (2.13)
see Remarks 2.2 and 2.3. We also define
EIk+1,1 := t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik+1,1
〈V (k,N−k)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik,i⊂Ik+1,1
〈V (k,N−k)
Ik−1,i
〉 (2.14)
2The initial step, (0,N) → (1, 1), is of this type; see the definitions in (3.68) corresponding to a Hamiltonian KN
with nearest-neighbor interactions.
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where
〈V (k,N−k)
I j,i
〉 := 〈Ωi ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωi+ j , V (k,N−k)I j,i Ωi ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωi+ j〉 (2.15)
= 〈Ωi ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωi+ j , (H0I j,i + 1)−
1
2V
(k,N−k)
I j,i
(H0I j,i + 1)
− 1
2 Ωi ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωi+ j〉 . (2.16)
We observe that
EIk+1,1 = 〈GIk+1,1〉 := 〈Ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωk+2 , GIk+1,1 Ω1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Ωk+2〉 (2.17)
and
GIk+1,1P
(−)
Ik+1,1
= EIk+1,1P
(−)
Ik+1,1
.
Next, we sketch a convenient formalism used to construct our block-diagonalisation opera-
tions, below; (for further details the reader is referred to Sects. 2 and 3 of [DFFR]). For
operators A and B, we define
ad A (B) := [A , B] , (2.18)
and, for n ≥ 2,
adnA (B) := [A , adn−1A (B)] . (2.19)
In the block-diagonalization step (k + 1, 1), we use the operator
UIk+1,1 := e
−S Ik+1,1 , (2.20)
with
S Ik+1,1 :=
∞∑
j=1
t j(S Ik+1,1) j , (2.21)
where the terms (S Ik+1,1 ) j are defined iteratively. (Notice that the definition is consistent since
(V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
) j depends on operators (VIk+1,1)1 and (S Ik+1,1 )r with r < j. In order to deal with the
unboundedness of the operators (V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
) j, we will make use of the weighted norm ‖ . . . ‖H0
introduced in (1.10) and control it in Lemma A.4; see also the beginning of Sect. 2.3.)
•
(S Ik+1,1 ) j := ad
−1GIk+1,1 ((V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
)odj ) :=
1
GIk+1,1 − EIk+1,1
P
(+)
Ik+1,1
(V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
) j P
(−)
Ik+1,1
− h.c. ,
(2.22)
where od means “off-diagonal" w.r.t. the decomposition of the identity into
P
(+)
Ik+1,1
+ P
(−)
Ik+1,1
(2.23)
• (V (k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
)1 := V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
, and, for j ≥ 2,
(V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
) j :=∑
p≥2,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
1
p!
ad (S Ik+1,1 )r1
(
ad (S Ik+1,1 )r2 . . . (ad (S Ik+1,1)rp(GIk+1,1) . . .
)
+
∑
p≥1,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j−1
1
p!
ad (S Ik+1,1)r1
(
ad (S Ik+1,1)r2 . . . (ad (S Ik+1,1 )rp(V
(k,N−k)
Ik+1,1
) . . .
)
.
(2.24)
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Our definition of K
(k+1,1)
N
, analogous to (2.10), is such that
K
(k+1,1)
N
= U
†
Ik+1,1
K
(k,N−k)
N
UIk+1,1 , with UIk+1,1 as in (2.20) , (2.25)
as an identity between self-adjoint operators; see Theorem 4.2. This requirement will also
yield the definition of the effective potentials at the step (k + 1, 1) which is the content of Sect.
3.
After the block-diagonalization step labeled by (k, q − 1), with q ≤ N − k, we obtain
K
(k,q−1)
N
:=
N∑
i=1
Hi + t
N−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
+ t
N−2∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
I2,i
+ · · · + t
N−k∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
Ik,i
(2.26)
+t
N−k−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
Ik+1,i
+ · · · + t
2∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
IN−2,i
+ tV
(k,q−1)
IN−1,1
(2.27)
where, for all sets Ik′,q′ , with (k
′, q′) ≺ (k, q− 1), and for the set Ik,q−1, the associated V (k,q−1)Ik′,q′ is
block-diagonal, by construction.
Next, in order to block-diagonalize the interaction term V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
, we conjugate the Hamiltonian
with the operator
UIk,q := e
−S Ik,q , (2.28)
where
S Ik,q :=
∞∑
j=1
t j(S Ik,q ) j , (2.29)
with
(S Ik,q ) j := ad
−1GIk,q ((V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)odj ) =
1
GIk,q − EIk,q
P
(+)
Ik,q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j P
(−)
Ik,q
− h.c. (2.30)
along with the definitions:
GIk,q :=
∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi + t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q−1)
Ik−1,i , (2.31)
EIk,q := t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i 〉 , (2.32)
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)1 = V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
(2.33)
and, for j ≥ 2,
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j := (2.34)
=
∑
p≥2,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
1
p!
ad (S Ik,q )r1
(
ad (S Ik,q )r2 . . . (ad (S Ik,q )rp(GIk,q ) . . .
)
+
∑
p≥1,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j−1
1
p!
ad (S Ik,q )r1
(
ad (S Ik,q )r2 . . . (ad (S Ik,q )rp(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) . . .
)
.
The Hamiltonian K
(k,q)
N
defined in (2.2)-(2.3) has the property
K
(k,q)
N
= e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q , (2.35)
see Theorem 4.2.
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2.3 Bounded and unbounded interactions: similarities and differ-
ences in the strategy
For bounded and for unbounded interactions, our strategy to construct the Hamiltonians K
(k,q)
N
requires the following tools:
1) an algorithm to express each effective potential V
(k,q)
Il,i
in terms of the potentials at the
previous step, that must be consistent with the identity given in (2.35);
2) the control of the spectral gap of the Hamiltonian GIk,q (above the ground state energy
EIk,q ) that must be strictly positive, uniformly in (k, q) and in N;
3) a notion of “smallness" of the operators describing the effective potentials, with the fea-
ture that the longer is the interval Il,i the smaller is V
(k,q)
Il,i
.
Items 1), 2), and 3) above are related to one another, this is the content of Section 4. The control
of the spectral gap given as an input in 3) is studied in Sect. 2.3.1. It can be considered the
core idea of our method. The algorithm we allude to in 1) is essentially the same for bounded
and for unbounded interactions. But it is used in a different way in the main induction proof
(Theorem 4.1). We postpone a more detailed comment on this aspect to Remark 3.4.
In the remaining part of this section we try to explain in words the contents of Lemma A.4,
that is how the “smallness" mentioned in 3) must be used to control the formal sums defin-
ing the operators (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j and (S Ik,q) j, and the series defining V
(k,q)
Ik,q
and S Ik,q . For bounded
interactions, it is enough to show by induction that a bound of the type
‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖ ≤ O(t k−14 ) (2.36)
suffices to derive an analogous bound for ‖V (k,q)
Ik,q
‖, i.e., ‖V (k,q)
Ik,q
‖ ≤ O(t k−14 ). In the present paper,
the potentials (1.6) appearing in the original Hamiltonian KN (see (1.5)) are unbounded oper-
ators. However, we assume that they are bounded in the norm ‖ · ‖H0 . We can expect that the
effective potentials are unbounded too, but, in order to have a consistent block-diagonalization
scheme, we need to prove that they are relatively bounded similarly to the potentials in the
original Hamiltonian. As proven in Lemma A.4, an assumption of the type
‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 ≤ O(t
k−1
4 ) (2.37)
implies that
1) the operators (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j and V
(k,q)
Ik;q
are bounded in the norm ‖ · ‖H0 ;
2) the operator S Ik;q is a bounded operator, uniformly in k and q.
The more regular behaviour of S Ik;q is due to the projectors entering the definition of (S Ik,q ) j,
since one of them, P
(−)
Ik,q
, is of finite rank.
We stress that, in the next sections, a norm bound of the type (2.37), (see (2.38) below),
plays a crucial role to prove that
1. the effective potentials V
(k,q)
Il,i
are symmetric operators;
2. the Hamiltonian GIk,q has a spectral gap above its ground-state energy;
3. the definitions associated with the algorithm αIk,q hold in the sense of quadratic forms.
The rationale of the entire proof is to derive the bound in (2.38) from the control of the gap
and from the other consequences mentioned above.
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2.3.1 Gap of the local Hamiltonians GIk,q: Main argument
From now on, in order to simplify our presentation, we consider a nearest-neighbor interaction
with
‖VI1;i‖H0 := ‖(H0I1,i + 1)−
1
2VI1,i(H
0
I1,i
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖ = 1
2
,
and we choose t > 0 small enough. (However, with obvious modifications, our proof can be
adapted to general Hamiltonians of the type in (1.5).)
Our induction hypothesis is that
‖(H0Il,i + 1)−
1
2V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
(H0Il,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖ =: ‖V (k,q−1)
Il,i
‖H0 ≤ t
l−1
4 . (2.38)
The key mechanism underlying our method, starting from the potential terms V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
, is to
establish (2.38) by induction; see Theorem 4.1. According to the scheme described in Section
2.2, for any k > 1, the operator V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
is block-diagonalized, i.e.,
V
(k,q−1)
I1;i
= P
(+)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(+)
I1,i
+ P
(−)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(−)
I1,i
. (2.39)
Hence we can write
P
(+)
Ik,q
[ ∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi + t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.40)
= P
(+)
Ik,q
[ ∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi + t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik;q
P
(+)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(+)
I1,i
+ t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
P
(−)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(−)
I1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
. (2.41)
In general, for ψ ∈ D((H0
Ir,i
)
1
2 ) we estimate
|〈ψ , P(+)
Ir,i
V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
P
(+)
Ir,i
ψ〉| (2.42)
= |〈ψ , P(+)
Ir,i
(H0Ir,i )
1
2 (
H0
Ir,i
+ 1
H0
Ir,i
)
1
2 (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 (
H0
Ir,i
+ 1
H0
Ir,i
)
1
2 (H0Ir,i )
1
2 P
(+)
Ir;i
ψ〉| (2.43)
≤ 2 · t r−14 〈ψ , P(+)
Ir,i
H0Ir,i P
(+)
Ir,i
ψ〉 (2.44)
≤ 2 · t r−14 〈ψ , H0Ir,iψ〉 (2.45)
where we have used the assumption in (2.38) and
‖P(+)
Ir,i
(
H0
Ir,i
+ 1
H0
Ir,i
)
1
2 ‖ ≤
√
2, (2.46)
which follows from (1.4).
Next, for 1 ≤ l ≤ L ≤ N − r, we observe that
L∑
i=l
H0Ir,i ≤ (r + 1)
L+r∑
i=l
Hi (2.47)
and, using the inequality proven in Corollary A.2, combined with (1.4), we find that
L∑
i=l
P
(+)
Ir,i
≤ (r + 1)
L+r∑
i=l
P⊥Ωi ≤ (r + 1)
L+r∑
i=l
Hi . (2.48)
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Due to the estimate in (2.42)-(2.45), and using inequality (2.47) with r = 1, l = q, L = k+q−r,
we have that
±
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
P
(+)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(+)
I1,i
≤ 2 ·
k+q∑
i=q
Hi . (2.49)
Hence, recalling that t > 0 and combining (2.38) with (2.49), we conclude that
(2.41) ≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[
(1 − 2t)
k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+ P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
P
(−)
I1,i
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
P
(−)
I1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.50)
= P
(+)
Ik,q
[
(1 − 2t)
k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+ P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉P(−)
I1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
, (2.51)
where 〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 is defined in (2.15).
Next, substituting P
(−)
I1,i
= 1 − P(+)
I1,i
into (2.51), we get
(2.41) ≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[
(1 − 2t)
k+q∑
i=q
Hi − t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉P(+)
I1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.52)
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.53)
≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[
(1 − 4t)
k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.54)
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
, (2.55)
where, in the step from (2.52) to (2.54), we have used (2.48), (2.16), and (2.38). Iteration of
this argument yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Assuming the bound in (2.38), and choosing t > 0 so small that
1 − 4t − 8t
∞∑
l=3
l · t l−24 > 0 , (2.56)
the inequality
P
(+)
Ik,q
(GIk,q − EIk,q )P(+)Ik,q ≥
(
1 − 4t − 8t
∞∑
l=3
l · t l−24
)
H0Ik,q P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.57)
holds in the form sense in the domain D((H0
Ik,q
)
1
2 ), where EIk,q is defined in (2.32).
Proof Proceeding as in (2.39)-(2.55), hence using inequalities analogous to (2.49), i.e.,
±
∑
Il;i⊂Ik,q
P
(+)
Il,i
V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
P
(+)
Il,i
≤ (l + 1) ·
k+q∑
i=q
Hi , (2.58)
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we get that
P
(+)
Ik;q
GIk,qP
(+)
Ik,q
(2.59)
≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[(
1 − 2t − 4t
k∑
l=3
l · t l−23
) k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉P(−)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik−1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i 〉P
(−)
Ik−1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
. (2.60)
Next, using the identities P
(−)
I j,i
+ P
(+)
I j,i
= 1,
P
(+)
Ik,q
GIk,qP
(+)
Ik,q
(2.61)
≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[(
1 − 2t − 4t
k∑
l=3
l · t l−24
) k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
− t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉P(+)
I1,i
+ · · · − t
∑
Ik−1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
〉P(+)
Ik−1,i
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik;q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i 〉
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
. (2.62)
Finally, by using (2.48), we conclude that
P
(+)
Ik,q
GIk,qP
(+)
Ik,q
(2.63)
≥ P(+)
Ik,q
[(
1 − 4t − 8t
k∑
l=3
l · t l−24
) k+q∑
i=q
Hi
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
+P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i 〉
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
(2.64)
=
(
1 − 4t − 8t
k∑
l=3
l · t l−24
)
H0Ik,q P
(+)
Ik,q
+ P
(+)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i 〉
]
P
(+)
Ik,q
=
(
1 − 4t − 8t
k∑
l=3
l · t l−24
)
H0Ik,q P
(+)
Ik;q
+ EIk;qP
(+)
Ik,q
,
where, in the last step, we have used the definition
EIk,q := t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
〉 . (2.65)

Remark 2.6. (Self-adjointness of GIk,q)
We observe that under assumption (2.38), for t > 0 sufficiently small, but independent of
N, k, and q, we can extend the symmetric3 operator GIk,q initially defined on D(H
0
Ik,q
) to a self-
adjoint operator, using the same argument as in Sect. 1.1 for the operator KN . We keep the
same notation for the self-adjoint extension, and we refer to it as the Hamiltonian GIk,q .
3In Sect. 2.1 we have claimed that the effective potentials V
(k,q−1)
I j;i
are symmetric. This can be proven starting from
the algorithm αIk;q (described in Sect. 3) with the assumption in (2.38), as explained in Remark 4.3 where we deduce
that the effective potentials V
(k,q−1)
I j,i
, I j,i ⊂ Ik,q, are symmetric in the domain D((H0Ik,q )
1
2 ).
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Hence Lemma 2.5 implies that, under assumption (2.38), the Hamiltonian GIk,q has a spec-
tral gap above its ground-state energy that can be estimated from below by 1
2
, for t sufficiently
small but independent of N, k, and q, as stated in the Corollary below.
Corollary 2.7. Under assumption (2.38), for t sufficiently small but independent of N, k, and q,
the Hamiltonian GIk,q has a spectral gap ∆Ik,q ≥ 12 above the ground-state energy (given by EIk,q
and defined in (2.32)). The ground-state of GIk;q coincides with the “vacuum”,
⊗
j∈Ik,q Ω j , in
HIk,q , and we have the identity
P
(−)
Ik,q
GIk,qP
(−)
Ik,q
= P
(−)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉P(−)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik−1;i⊂Ik;q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
〉P(−)
Ik−1,i
]
P
(−)
Ik,q
= P
(−)
Ik,q
[
t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
〈V (k,q−1)
I1,i
〉 + · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik;q
〈V (k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
〉
]
P
(−)
Ik,q
. (2.66)
3 The algorithm αIk,q
Here we address the question of how the interaction terms evolve under our block-diagonaliza-
tion steps. We propose to define and control an algorithm, αIk,q , determining a map that sends
each operator V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
to a corresponding potential term supported on the same interval, but at
the next block-diagonalization step, i.e.,
αIk,q(V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
) =: V
(k,q)
Il,i
, (3.67)
in terms of the operators, V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
, at the previous step (k, q − 1), starting from
V
(0,N)
I0,i
≡ Hi , V (0,N)I1,i ≡ VI1,i , V
(0,N)
Il,i
= 0 for l ≥ 2, (3.68)
and such that the identity K
(k,q)
N
= e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q holds, where (see (2.2)) K(k,q)
N
and
K
(k,q−1)
N
are functions of the potentials V
(k,q)
Il,i
and V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
, respectively.
Remark 3.1. Given that the interaction potentials are unbounded operators, some of the steps
in Definition 3.2 are only formal. In Remark 4.3 it will be shown that the definitions hold in
terms of quadratic forms.
Definition 3.2. We assume that, for fixed (k, q − 1), with (k, q − 1) ≻ (0,N), the operators
V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
and S Ik,q are well defined, for any l, i; or we assume that (k, q) = (1, 1) and that the
operator S I1,1 is well defined. We then define the operators V
(k,q)
Il, j
as follows, with the warning
that if q = 1 the couple (k, q − 1) is replaced by (k − 1,N − k + 1) in (3.69)-(3.73) — see Fig. 1
for a graphical representation of the different cases b), c) d-1) and d-2), below:
a) in all the following cases
a-i) l ≤ k − 1;
a-ii) Il,i ∩ Ik,q = ∅;
a-iii) Il,i ∩ Ik,q , ∅ but l ≥ k and Ik,q * Il,i;
we define
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
; (3.69)
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b) if Il,i ≡ Ik,q, we define
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:=
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Il,i
)
diag
j
; (3.70)
c) if Ik,q ⊂ Il;i and i, i + l < Ik,q, we define
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
+
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
adnS Ik,i(V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
) ; (3.71)
d) if Ik,q ⊂ Il,i and either i or i + l belongs to Ik,q, we define
d-1) if i belongs to Ik,q, i.e., q ≡ i, then
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
+
k∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
adnS Ik,i(V
(k,q−1)
Il− j;i+ j
) ; (3.72)
d-2) if i + l belongs to Ik,q, i.e., q + k ≡ i + l that means q ≡ i + l − k, then
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
+
k∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
adnS Ik,i+l−k(V
(k,q−1)
Il− j,i ) . (3.73)
Notice that in both cases, d-1) and d-2), the elements of the sets {Il− j,i+ j}kj=1 and {Il− j,i}kj=1,
respectively, are all the intervals, I , such that I ∩ Ik;q , ∅, I * Ik,q, Ik,q * I , and
I ∪ Ik,q ≡ Il,i.
Remark 3.3. Notice that, according to Definition 3.2:
• if (k′, q′) ≻ (l, i) then
V
(k′,q′)
Il,i
= V
(l,i)
Il,i
, (3.74)
since the occurrences in cases b), c), d-1), and d-2) are excluded;
• for k ≥ 1 and all allowed choices of q,
V
(k,q)
I0,i
= Hi (3.75)
due to a-i).
Remark 3.4. Though our analysis of a), b), c), d-1), and d-2) is essentially identical to the
corresponding one carried out in the study of quantum chains with bounded interactions (see
[FP]), the algorithm is used in Theorem 4.1 in a different way, since we cannot exploit the
unitarity of e
S Ik,i for the control of the potentials V
(k,q)
Il,i
in terms of their counterparts at the
previous step (k, q−1) . Indeed, in contrast to the bounded case treated in [FP], we use a series
expansion of e
S Ik,iV
(k,q−1)
Il,i
e
−S Ik,i in cases c), d-1), and d-2).
By including all potentials4 V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
, with Il,i ⊂ Ik,q, we obtain the operator denoted byGIk,q .
Moreover, by construction of S Ik,q ,
e
S Ik,q (GIk,q + tV
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) e
−S Ik,q = GIk,q + t
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
(3.76)
where “diag” indicates that the corresponding operator is block-diagonal w.r.t. to the decom-
position of the identity into P
(−)
Ik,q
+ P
(+)
Ik,q
.
Definition of potentials V
(k,q)
Il;i
with Il;i ⊆ Ik,q:
4Recall that V
(0,N)
I0,i
:= Hi and V
(k,q)
I0,i
will coincide with V
(0,N)
I0,i
for all (k, q).
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Ik;q
i
Il;i
q
Case b)
Case c)
i
q
Case d-1)
Case d-2)
i
q
q
i+l
Ik;q
Ik;q
Ik;q
Il;i
Il;i
Il;i
Figure 1: Relative positions of intervals Ik,q and Il,i
i) If Il,i ≡ Ik,q we set
V
(k,q)
Il,i≡Ik,q :=
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
= e
S Ik,q (
GIk,q
t
+ V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) e
−S Ik,q − GIk,q
t
. (3.77)
Clearly the operator V
(k,q)
Ik,q
acts as the identity outside HIk,q but in general
‖V (k,q)
Ik,q
‖H0 , ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q |H0 .
.
ii) If Il,i ⊂ Ik,q we have set
V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
, (3.78)
which is block-diagonal w.r.t. the decomposition of the identity into P
(+)
Ik,q
+ P
(−)
Ik,q
, too, as
explained in Remark 2.2. Clearly the operator V
(k,q)
Il,i
acts as the identity outside HIl,i and
‖V (k,q)
Il,i
‖H0 = ‖V (k,q−1)Il,i ‖H0 .
Thus the net result of the conjugation of the sum of the operators V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
appearing on the left
side of eq. (3.76) can be re-interpreted as follows:
a) The operators V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
, with Il,i ⊂ Ik,q , are kept fixed in step (k, q − 1) → (k, q); i.e., we
define V
(k,q)
Il,i
:= V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
. Hence
GIk,q =
∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi+t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik;q
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
+· · ·+t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
=
∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi+t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik;q
V
(k,q)
I1,i
+· · ·+t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q)
Ik−1,i
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b) the operator V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
is transformed to the operator
V
(k,q)
Ik,q
:=
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
which is block-diagonal, and
‖V (k,q)
Ik,q
‖H0 ≤ 2‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 ,
as will be shown, assuming that t > 0 is sufficiently small.
4 Block-diagonalization of KN - inductive control of ‖V (k,q)Ir,i ‖H0
In the next theorem, we estimate the weighted norm
‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 := ‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2V
(k,q)
Ir;i
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 12 ‖
in terms of ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir;i
‖H0 . For a fixed interval Ir,i, the weighted norm of the potential does not
change, i.e., ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 = ‖V (k,q)Ir,i ‖H0 , in step (k, q − 1) → (k, q), except if some conditions
are fulfilled. To gain some intuition of this fact, the reader is advised to take a look at Fig. 1,
(replacing l by r). Notice that shifting the interval Ik,q to the left by one site makes it coincide
with Ik,q−1. If Ik,q is not contained in Ir,i then ‖V (k,q)Ir,i ‖H0 = ‖V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 . Therefore, in step
(k, q − 1) → (k, q), a change of the weighted norm, i.e., ‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 , ‖V (k,q−1)Ir,i ‖H0 , may happen
in at most r − k + 1 cases, provided r > k, and only in one case if k coincides with the length
r ; and it never happens if r < k.
In the theorem below we estimate the change of the weighted norm of the potentials in the
block-diagonalization steps, for each k, starting from k = 0. In the nontrivial steps described
above, we have to make use of a lower bound on the gap above the ground-state energy in the
energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian GIk,q . This lower bound follows from estimate (2.38), as
explained in Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.7. We will proceed inductively by showing that, for
t(> 0) sufficiently small but independent of r, N, k, and q, the operator-norm bound in (2.38),
at step (k, q − 1), q ≥ 2 (for q = 1 see the footnote), yields control over the spectral gap of the
Hamiltonians GIk,q , (see Corollary 2.7), and the latter provides an essential ingredient for the
proof of a bound on the weighted operator norms of the potentials, according to (2.38), at the
next step (k, q)5.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the coupling constant t > 0 is sufficiently small but independent of
k, q, and N, and such that Lemma A.4 holds true. Then the Hamiltonians GIk,q are well defined,
and
S1) for any interval Ir,i, with r ≥ 1, for (k, q) ≺ (r, i+1) and for (k, q) = (r, i+1) the operator
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2V
(k,q)
Ir,i
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2
has a norm bounded by t
r−1
4 ,
5 Recall the special steps of type (k − 1,N − k + 1)→ (k, 1).
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S2) GIk,q+1 has a spectral gap ∆Ik,q+1 ≥ 12 above the ground state energy, where GIk,q is defined
in (2.31) for k ≥ 2, and GI1,q := Hq + Hq+1.
Proof.
The proof is by induction in the diagonalization step (k, q), starting at (k, q) = (0,N), and
ending at (k, q) = (N − 1, 1); notice that S2) is not defined for (k, q) = (N − 1, 1).
We shall show that for any interval Ir,i, with r ≥ 1, for (k, q) ≺ (r, i + 1) and for (k, q) =
(r, i + 1) the operator
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2V
(k,q)
Ir,i
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2
has a norm bounded by
E(k,q)
Ir,i
:= Z(k,q)
Ir,i︸︷︷︸
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−i)
︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
2χr−k(q−i)︸   ︷︷   ︸ t r−13 , (4.1)
I II III
where the factors labeled by I, II, and III are explained below in detail, while for (r, i+1) ≺
(k, q) the operator norm above is bounded by E(k,q)
Ir,i
≡ E(r,i+1)
Ir,i
. Notice that for t > 0 sufficiently
small, but independent of r, N, k ≥ 1, and q, we have
E(k,q)
Ir,i
≤ t r−14 (4.2)
by using
exp
{
ln
({ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−i)
)}
(4.3)
≤ exp
{
C ·
[
t
k
4 fr−k(q − i) +
gr(k)∑
s=1
(r − s − 1)t s4
]}
(4.4)
≤ exp
{
C′ · t 14 · r
}
(4.5)
for universal constants C,C′.
Definition of factors I, II, and III (recall k ≤ r)
• factor I is connected to the contribution to the norm change due to the mechanisms
described by d-1) and d-2) of Definition 3.2, i.e., where the interval Ik′ ,q′ has an endpoint
coinciding with either i or i+r and is contained in Ir,i; factor I is defined as (recall k ≤ r)
Z(k,q)
Ir,i
:=
k−1∑
l=1
2
(r − l)2 · l2 +
zr−k(q − i)
(r − k)2 · k2 (4.6)
with
zr−k(q − i) := 0 if 1 ≤ r − k and q − i < 0 (4.7)
zr−k(q − i) := 1 if 1 ≤ r − k and 0 ≤ q − i < r − k (4.8)
zr−k(q − i) := 2 if 1 ≤ r − k and q − i ≥ r − k (4.9)
zr−k(q − i) := 0 if 0 = r − k , (4.10)
and the sum
∑k−1
l=1 is absent if k = 1;
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• factor II is connected to the contributions to the norm due to the mechanisms described
in c) of Definition 3.2, and the functions gr(k) and fr−k(q − i) are (recall k ≤ r)
gr(k) := k − 1 (4.11)
and
fr−k(q − i) := 0 if 2 ≤ r − k and q − i ≤ 0 (4.12)
fr−k(q − i) := q − i if 2 ≤ r − k and 1 ≤ q − i ≤ r − k − 2 (4.13)
fr−k(q − i) := r − k − 1 if 2 ≤ r − k and q − i ≥ r − k − 1 (4.14)
fr−k(q − i) := 0 if 1 ≥ r − k , (4.15)
respectively, and the product
∏gr(k)
s=1
is absent if gr(k) = 0;
• factor III is connected to the contribution to the norm due to the mechanism described
in b) of Definition 3.2, and the function χr−k(q − i) is defined as follows (recall k ≤ r)
χr−k(q − i) := 0 if 1 ≤ r − k (4.16)
χr−k(q − i) := 0 if 0 = r − k and q − i ≤ −1 (4.17)
χr−k(q − i) := 1 if 0 = r − k and q − i ≥ 0 . (4.18)
For (k, q) = (0,N), we observe that K
(k,q)
N
≡ KN and GIk,q is not defined, indeed it is not needed
since S1) is verified by direct computation, because by definition
‖V (0,N)
I1,i
‖H0 = ‖VI1,i‖H0 =
1
2
,
and V
(0,N)
Ir,i
= 0, for r ≥ 2. S2) holds trivially since, by definition, the successor of (0,N) is
(1, 1) and GI1,1 = H1 + H2.
Assume that S1) and S2) hold for all steps (k′, q′) with (k′, q′) ≺ (k, q). We prove that they
then hold at step (k, q). By Remark 2.6, S1) for (k, q − 1) implies that GIk,q is well defined.
Furthermore, Lemma A.4, S1) and S2) for (k, q−1) imply that S Ik,q is well defined. In the steps
described below it is understood that if q = 1 the couple (k, q−1) is replaced by (k−1,N−k+1).
Induction step in the proof of S1)
Starting from Definition 3.2 we consider the following cases:
Case r = 1.
Let k > 1(= r) or k = 1 = r but I1,i such that i , q. Then the possible cases are described
in a-i), a-ii), and a-iii), see Definition 3.2, and we have that
‖V (k,q)
I1,i
‖H0 = ‖V (k,q−1)I1,i ‖H0 . (4.19)
Moreover, according to the definition in (4.1), for k > 1 or for k = 1 and q > i we have
E(k,q−1)
I1,i
= E(k,q)
I1,i
; analogously, for k = 1 and q < i, E(1,q−1)
I1,i
= E(1,q)
I1,i
. Hence, in the cases
discussed above, by using the inductive hypothesis we deduce that the property holds for (k, q)
if it holds for (k, q−1). Let k = 1 and assume that the set I1,i coincides with I1,q. Then we refer
to case b), see Definition 3.2, and to the inductive hypothesis, and we find that
‖V (1,q≡i)
I1,q≡i ‖H0 ≤ 2‖V
(1,i−1)
I1,i
‖H0 ≤ 2E(1,i−1)I1,i , (4.20)
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where the inequality ‖V (1,q)
I1,q
‖H0 ≤ 2‖V (1,q−1)I1,q ‖H0 holds for t sufficiently small, uniformly in q
and N, thanks to Lemma A.4, which can be applied since we assume S1) and S2) at step
(1, q − 1). To complete the argument it suffices to observe that E(1,i)
I1,i
= 2E(1,i−1)
I1,i
according to
the definition in (4.1).
Case r ≥ 2.
If (r, i + r − k) ≺ (k, q) (i.e., either k > r or k = r and q > i + r − k = i), S1) is trivial since
V
(k,q)
Ir,i
= V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.21)
due to Definition 3.2, and
E(k,q)
Ir,i
= E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.22)
according to (4.1).
If (k, q) = (r, i) then we can apply Lemma A.4 and estimate
‖V (k,q≡i)
Ir≡k,i ‖H0 ≤ 2‖V
(k,i−1)
Ir≡k,i ‖H0 . (4.23)
Hence, by using the inductive hypothesis for (k, q) = (r, i − 1), namely
‖V (k,i−1)
Ir≡k,i ‖H0 ≤ E
(k,i−1)
Ir≡k,i = Z
(k,q)
Ir,i
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−i) t
r−1
3
∣∣∣∣
k≡r,q≡i−1
,
we get
‖V (k,q≡i)
Ir≡k,i ‖H0 ≤ 2‖V
(k,i−1)
Ir≡k,i ‖H0 (4.24)
≤ Z(k,q)
Ir,i
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−i) 2χr−k(q−i) t
r−1
3
∣∣∣∣
r≡k,q≡i
= E(k,i)
Ik≡r;i , (4.25)
and the property holds for (k, q) = (r, i).
If (k, q) ≡ (r, q) with q < i the property is trivially valid, because
V
(k,q)
Ir,i
= V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
, E(k,q)
Ir,i
= E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
, (4.26)
according to Definition 3.2 and (4.1), respectively. Likewise, for (k, q) ≡ (r−1, q) with q ≥ i+2,
the property holds .
For (k, q) ≡ (r − 1, i + 1), we observe that, using case d-2), see (3.73), we derive the esti-
mate
‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ ‖V (k,q−1)Ir,i ‖H0 +
{ k∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 adnS Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
) (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖ . (4.27)
In order to control
‖
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 adnS Ik,q (V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
) (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖, (4.28)
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we have to study terms of the type
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 S Ik,q . . . S Ik,qV
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q (H
0
Ir,i
+ 1)−
1
2 , (4.29)
which we re-write as
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q(H
0
Ir− j,i + 1)
1
2 (H0Ir− j,i + 1)
− 1
2V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q (H
0
Ir,i
+ 1)−
1
2 . (4.30)
Let us show how to bound
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q(H
0
Ir− j,i + 1)
1
2 . (4.31)
We insert 1 = (H0
Ir− j,i\Ik;q + 1)
1
2 (H0
Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 and use that [H0
Ir− j;i\Ik,q , S Ik,q] = 0, which holds
since the two supports, Ir− j,i \ Ik,q and Ik,q, are nonoverlapping by construction. Thus
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 (H0Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (H0Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q(H
0
Ir− j,i + 1)
1
2
= (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 (H0Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2 S Ik,q . . . S Ik,q (H
0
Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 (H0Ir− j,i + 1)
1
2 .
Next we make use of
• the results in Lemma A.4
‖S Ik,q‖ ≤ At ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 , (4.32)
‖S Ik,q (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 ‖ = ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 S Ik,q‖ ≤ Bt ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 , (4.33)
which follow from the inductive hypotheses for S1 and S2);
• the operator norm bounds
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 (H0Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2 ‖ ≤ 1 , (4.34)
‖(H0Ik,q + 1)−
1
2 (H0Ir− j,i\Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 (H0Ir− j,i + 1)
1
2 ‖ ≤ 1 (4.35)
which follow from the spectral theorem for commuting operators and from the inclusion
Ir− j,i ⊂ Ir,i.
Hence, combining the previous estimates with the inductive hypothesis on
‖(H0Ir− j,i + 1)−
1
2V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
(H0Ir− j,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖ , (4.36)
and with (4.2), we finally conclude that
‖
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 adnS Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
) (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖ ≤ C · t · ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
‖H0 · ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 (4.37)
for t > 0 sufficiently small but uniform in N, r, i, k, and q, with C a universal constant.
We recall the inductive hypothesis for the two norms on the r-h-s of (4.37). Though we are
studying the case k = r − 1, in the following we make some observations that are useful for
general k, k ≤ r − 1.
If k < r − j or k = r − j and q − 1 ≤ i + 1, we have
‖V (k,q−1)
Ir− j,i ‖H0 ≤ Z
(k,q−1)
Ir− j,i
{ gr− j(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r− j−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr− j−k(q−1−i) 2χr− j−k(q−1−i) t
r− j−1
3
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otherwise
‖V (k,q−1)
Ir− j,i ‖H0 ≤
{
Z(k′,q′−1)
Ir− j,i
{ gr− j(k′)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r− j−s−1
}
(1 + t
k′
4 ) fr− j−k′ (q
′−1−i) 2χr− j−k′ (q
′−1−i) t
r− j−1
3
}
|k′≡r− j , q′≡i+2 .
Analogoulsy, we can write
‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 ≤ Z(k,q−1)Ik,q
{ gk(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )k−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fk−k(q−1−q) 2χk−k(q−1−q) t
k−1
3
= Z(k,q−1)
Ik,q
{ gk(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )k−s−1
}
t
k−1
3 (4.38)
since fk−k(−1) = 0 and χk−k(q − 1 − q) = 0.
Notice that, for k ≤ r − 1,
gk(k) ≤ gr(k) ,
for k < r − j
gr− j(k) ≤ gr(k) ,
and for r − j ≤ k ≤ r − 1
gr− j(r − j) ≤ gr(k) .
Hence, for t > 0 sufficiently small, and for k < r − j,
{ gr− j(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r− j−s−1
}{ gk(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )k−s−1
}
(4.39)
≤
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )k− j−s−1
}{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(4.40)
≤ eC′ ·(k− j)·
∑gr (k)
s=1
t
s
4
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(4.41)
≤ eC·(k− j) t
1
4
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
, (4.42)
where C′ and C are universal constants. An analogous estimate holds for r − j ≤ k ≤ r − 1.
Furthermore, we observe that if k ≤ r − j then
fr− j−k(q − 1 − i) ≤ fr−k(q − i − 1) , (4.43)
and, for r − j < k ≤ r − 1, we use that
f1(q − 1 − i) ≤ fr−k(q − i − 1) . (4.44)
We recall that
χk−k(q − 1 − q) = 0 , (4.45)
and that 0 ≤ χr− j−k′ (q′ − 1 − i) ≤ 1 for all admissible k′ and q′. Finally, from the definition in
(4.6),
Z(k,q)
Ir,i
≤ C
r2
(4.46)
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for some universal constant C.
Hence we have derived the estimate
‖V (k,q−1)
Ir− j,i ‖H0 · ‖V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 (4.47)
≤ 2C
2
(r − k)2 · k2 · t
− 1
3 [eC·(k− j) t
1
4
t
k− j
3 ]
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−1−i) 2χr−k(q−1−i) t
r−1
3
=
2C2
(r − k)2 · k2 · t
− 1
3 [eC·(k− j) t
1
4
t
k− j
3 ] Eˇ(k,q−1)
Ir,i
, (4.48)
where
Eˇ(k,q−1)
Ir,i
:=
{ gr(k)∏
s=1
(1 + t
s
4 )r−s−1
}
(1 + t
k
4 ) fr−k(q−1−i) 2χr−k(q−1−i) t
r−1
3 =
E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
Z(k,q−1)
Ir,i
. (4.49)
We recall that
‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ ‖V (k,q−1)Ir,i ‖H0 +
{ k∑
j=0
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 adnS Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ir− j;i ) (H
0
Ir,i
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖ (4.50)
≤ ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 +C · t ·
k∑
j=0
‖V (k,q−1)
Ir− j,i ‖H0 · ‖V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 . (4.51)
Therefore, by exploiting (4.48) and using the definition in (4.49), for t > 0 sufficiently small
but uniformly in k, q, r, and i, we find that
‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ Z(k,q−1)Ir,i Eˇ
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
+
2C2
(r − k)2 · k2 · t
1
3 ·
{ k∑
j=0
[eC·(k− j) t
1
4
t
k− j
3 ]
}
Eˇ(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.52)
≤ Z(k,q−1)
Ir,i
Eˇ(k,q−1)
Ir,i
+
1
(r − k)2 · k2 Eˇ
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.53)
≤ (Z(k,q−1)
Ir,i
+
1
(r − k)2 · k2 ) Eˇ
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.54)
= Z(k,q)
Ir,i
Eˇ(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.55)
≤ E(k,q)
Ir,i
(4.56)
If k = r − 1 and q = i we proceed in a similar way, exploiting d-1) in Definition 3.2.
For k ≤ r − 2, besides the mechanism already shown that involves an interval Ik,q with one
of the endpoints coinciding with an endpoint of Ir,i, we have to show that the step from q − 1
to q holds for inner intervals, i.e., for intervals Ik;q with i + 1 ≤ q ≤ r − k + i − 1. Hence we
have to study the r-h-s of
‖V (k,q)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ ‖V (k,q−1)Ir,i ‖H0 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 adnS Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ir;i
) (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖, (4.57)
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which, for t sufficiently small but independent of N, k, q, r, and i, we can estimate as follows:
‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
‖(H0Ir,i + 1)−
1
2 adnS Ik,q (V
(k,q−1)
Ir;i
) (H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 ‖ (4.58)
≤ ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 +C · t · ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 · ‖V
(k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 (4.59)
≤ E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
+C · t · t k−14 E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.60)
≤ (1 + t k4 )E(k,q−1)
Ir,i
(4.61)
= E(k,q)
Ir,i
(4.62)
Induction step to prove S2)
Having proven S1), we can use Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.7 in subsequent arguments. Hence,
S2) holds for t sufficiently small, but independent of N, k, and q. 
In the next theorem we prove that Definition 3.2 yields operators V
(k,q)
Il, j
consistent with iden-
tity (2.35) between the Hamiltonian K
(k,q)
N
given in (2.2)-(2.3) and the conjugation of K
(k,q−1)
N
using e
S Ik,q .
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the operator K
(k,q)
N
, with k ≥ 1 and
q ≥ 2, defined in (2.2)-(2.3) is self-adjoint on the domain eS Ik,qD(K(k,q−1)
N
) and coincides with
e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q . If q = 1 the statement holds with (k, q − 1) replaced by (k − 1,N − k + 1).
Proof.
We study the case q ≥ 2 explicitly; the case q = 1 can be proven in the same way. First we
prove that the identiy claimed in the statement holds formally. Indeed, in the expression
e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q = eS Ik,q
[ N∑
i=1
Hi + t
N−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
+ t
N−2∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
I2,i
+ · · · + t
N−k∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
Ik,i
+
N−k−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
Ik+1,i
+ · · · + t
2∑
i=1
V
(k,q−1)
IN−2,i
+ tV
(k,q−1)
IN−1,1
]
e
−S Ik,q (4.63)
we observe that:
• For all intervals Il,i with the property that Il,i ∩ Ik;q = ∅,
e
S Ik,qV
(k,q−1)
Il,i
e
−S Ik,q = V (k,q−1)
Il,i
=: V
(k,q)
Il,i
, (4.64)
which follows from a-ii), Definition 3.2.
• Considering the terms constituting GIk,q (see definition (2.31)), we get, after adding
tV
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
,
e
S Ik,q (GIk,q + tV
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) e
−S Ik,q (4.65)
=
∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi + t
∑
I1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q−1)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik;q
V
(k,q−1)
Ik−1,i
+ t
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
=
∑
i⊂Ik,q
Hi + t
∑
I1;i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q)
I1,i
+ · · · + t
∑
Ik−1,i⊂Ik,q
V
(k,q)
Ik−1,i
+ tV
(k,q)
Ik,q
, (4.66)
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where the first identity is the result of the Lie-Schwinger conjugation and the last identity
follows from Definition 3.2, cases a-i) and b).
• Regarding the terms V (k,q−1)
Il,i
, with Ik,q ⊂ Il,i and i, i + l < Ik,q, the expression
e
S Ik,q V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
e
−S Ik,q (4.67)
corresponds to V
(k,q)
Il,i
, by Definition 3.2, case c).
• With regard to the terms V (k,q−1)
Il,i
, with Il,i∩ Ik,q , ∅, but Il,i * Ik,q and Ik,q * Il,i, it follows
that
e
S Ik,q V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
e
−S Ik,q = V (k,q−1)
Il,i
+
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
adnS Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Il,i
) . (4.68)
The first term on the right side is V
(k,q)
Il,i
(see cases a-i) and a-iii) in Definition 3.2), the
second term contributes to V
(k,q)
Ir, j
, where Ir; j ≡ Il,i ∪ Ik,q, together with further similar
terms and with
e
S Ik,q V
(k,q−1)
Ir, j
e
−S Ik,q , (4.69)
where the set Ir, j has the property that Ik,q ⊂ Ir, j, and either j or j+r belong to Ik,q. Notice
that the term in (4.69) has not been considered in the previous cases and corresponds to
the first term in (3.72) or in (3.73), where l is replaced by r and i by j.
Hence we get that at least formally
e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q =
N∑
i=1
Hi + t
N−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
I1,i
+ t
N−2∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
I2,i
+ · · · + t
N−k∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
Ik,i
+
N−k−1∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
Ik+1,i
+ · · · + t
2∑
i=1
V
(k,q)
IN−2,i
+ tV
(k,q−1)
IN−1,1
, (4.70)
where the operator on the r-h-s is K
(k,q)
N
, by definition. Our final goal is to prove that (4.70)
is an identity between two self-adjoint operators. (As for the l-h-s, K
(k,q−1)
N
is self-adjoint, by
assumption, and e
−S Ik,q is unitary.)
To show this, we need the following input: The domain D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ) is invariant under e
S Ik,q .
Indeed, for any ϕ ∈ D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ) and m ∈ N, we claim that
‖(H0Ir,i )
1
2 (S Ik,q )
mϕ‖ (4.71)
= ‖(H0Ir,i )
1
2
1
(H0
Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2
(H0
Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (S Ik,q )
mϕ‖ (4.72)
= ‖(H0Ir,i )
1
2
1
(H0
Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2
(S Ik,q )
m (H0
Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2ϕ‖ (4.73)
≤ ‖
(H0
Ir,i
)
1
2
(H0
Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (H0
Ik,q
+ 1)
1
2
‖ ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 S Ik,q‖ ‖S Ik,q‖m−1 ‖(H0Ir,i\Ik,q + 1)
1
2ϕ‖ (4.74)
≤ Cmϕ , (4.75)
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for some constant Cϕ depending on ϕ, where we have exploited estimate (A.20) in Lemma
A.4, the spectral theorem for commuting self-adjoint operators, and the assumption that ϕ ∈
D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ).
Remark 4.3. We observe that assuming at step (k, q− 1) that, for any interval Ir,i, the operators
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 V
(k,q−1)
Ir;i
(H0Ir,i + 1)
− 1
2 (4.76)
are symmetric, thanks to Theorem 4.1 and Lemma A.4, we conclude that the definitions in
(3.69)-(3.73) hold in the sense of symmetric, quadratic forms on the domain D((H0
Il,i
)
1
2 ).
Next, for t > 0 small enough, as in Theorem 4.1, we conclude that the r-h-s of (4.70)
is a symmetric operator bounded from below on the domain D(H0
IN−1,1 ). Starting from this
bound, and arguing as in the procedure used for KN in Sect. 1.1, we can define a self-adjoint
extension for K
(k,q)
N
(again denoted by K
(k,q)
N
) with domain D(K
(k,q)
N
) ⊇ D(H0
IN−1,1) contained in
D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ).
We shall prove by induction that, for (0,N) ≺ (k, q), K(k,q)
N
coincides with the self-adjoint
operator e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q defined on eS Ik,qD(K(k,q−1)
N
) with the property
D(H0IN−1,1 ) ⊆ D(K
(k,q)
N
) = e
S Ik,qD(K
(k,q−1)
N
) ⊆ D((H0IN−1,1 )
1
2 ) . (4.77)
Inductive step
For (0,N) ≺ (k, q − 1) we assume that K(k,q−1)
N
≡ eS Ik,q−1 K(k,q−2)
N
e
−S Ik,q−1 and D(K(k,q−1)
N
) ⊆
D((H0
IN−1,1 )
1
2 ). Then we deduce from the argument outlined in (4.71)-(4.75) that e
S Ik;qD(K
(k,q−1)
N
) ⊆
D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ). Next, using the same type of manipulations and estimates as in the proof of The-
orem 4.1 we derive that the relation in (4.70) holds as an identity between quadratic forms
in the common domain D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ), i.e., on the l-h-s of (4.70) we can expand the exponen-
tial operator and control the series whenever we consider a matrix element with vectors in
D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ) and then check that they correspond to the analogous matrix element of the terms
on the r-h-s. In this operation one has to make sure that the off-diagonal terms that cancel
each other on the l-h-s of (4.66) are individually well defined. (This cancellation is indeed the
purpose of the conjugation.)
Since the two self-adjoint operators induce the same closed quadratic form on the domain
D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ), they coincide. The equality K
(k,q)
N
= e
S Ik,q K
(k,q−1)
N
e
−S Ik,q implies the inclusions
in (4.77).
First step
Notice that for (k, q) = (0,N) the inclusions D(H0
IN−1,1
) ⊆ D(K(0,N)
N
) ≡ D(KN) ⊆ D((H0IN−1,1 )
1
2 )
hold true; see Section 1.1. Hence, by the argument outlined in (4.71)-(4.75) we get that
e
S I1,1D(K
(0,N)
N
) ⊆ D((H0
IN−1,1
)
1
2 ) and the rest of the proof is analogous to the Inductive step.

Theorem 4.4. Under the assumption that (1.4), (1.6) and (1.9) hold, the Hamiltonian KN
defined in (1.5) has the following properties: There exists some t0 > 0 such that, for any t ∈ R
with |t| < t0, and for all N < ∞,
(i) KN ≡ KN(t) has a unique ground-state; and
(ii) the energy spectrum of KN has a strictly positive gap, ∆N(t) ≥ 12 , above the ground-state
energy.
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Proof. Notice that K
(N−1,1)
N
≡ GIN−1,1 + tV (N−1,1)IN−1,1 . We have constructed the unitary conjugation
expS N(t), (see eq. (1.13)), such that the operator
eS N (t)KN(t)e
−S N (t) = GIN−1,1 + tV
(N−1,1)
IN−1,1 =: K˜N(t),
has the properties in (1.14) and (1.15), which follow from Theorem 4.1 and from (2.57) and
(2.66), for (k, q) = (N − 1, 1), where we also include the block-diagonalized potential V (N−1,1)
IN−1,1
.

A Appendix
Lemma A.1. For any 1 ≤ n ≤ N
n∑
i=1
P⊥Ωi ≥ 1 −
n⊗
i=1
PΩi =:
( n⊗
i=1
PΩi
)⊥
(A.1)
where P⊥
Ωi
= 1 − PΩi .
Proof
We call Pvac :=
⊗n
i=1
PΩi acting onH (n) :=
⊗n
i=1
Hi. We define
An :=
n∑
j=1
P⊥Ω j + Pvac . (A.2)
Notice that all operators P⊥
Ω j
and Pvac commute each other and are orthogonal projections.
Therefore we deduce that
spec(An) ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n + 1} . (A.3)
We will show that
Range An = H (n) . (A.4)
If (A.4) holds then 0 < spec(An). By (A.3) it then follows that
An ≥ 1 . (A.5)
Thus, we are left proving (A.4).
(i) Assume that ψ is perpendicular to the range of An, and let P
⊥
Ω j
ψ =: φ j. Then, since
ψ ⊥ Range An, we have that
0 = 〈ψ, Anψ〉 =
∑
i, j
〈ψ , P⊥Ωiψ〉 + 〈ψ Pvacψ〉 + 〈ψ , P
⊥
Ω j
ψ〉 ≥ 〈ψ , P⊥Ω jψ〉 (A.6)
but
〈ψ , P⊥
Ω j
ψ〉 = 〈P⊥
Ω j
ψ , P⊥
Ω j
ψ〉 = 〈φ j , φ j〉 (A.7)
where we have used that P⊥
Ω j
is an orthogonal projection. We conclude that φ j = 0 for
all j.
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(ii) Let ψ ⊥ Range An. Then, by (i),
ψ =
( n⊗
j=1
(P⊥Ω j + PΩ j )
)
ψ = (
n⊗
j=1
PΩ j )ψ = Pvacψ (A.8)
and
0 = 〈ψ , An ψ〉 = 〈ψ , Pvac ψ〉 = 〈ψ , ψ〉 ⇒ ψ = 0 . (A.9)
Thus, Range An = H (n), and (A.4) is proven . 
From Lemma A.1 we derive the following bound.
Corollary A.2. For i + r ≤ N, we define
P
(+)
Ir,i
:=
( i+r⊗
k=i
PΩk
)⊥
. (A.10)
Then, for 1 ≤ l ≤ L ≤ N − r,
L∑
i=l
P
(+)
Ir,i
≤ (r + 1)
L+r∑
i=l
P⊥Ωi . (A.11)
Proof
From Lemma A.1 we derive
i+r∑
j=i
P⊥Ω j ≥
( i+r⊗
k=i
PΩk
)⊥
. (A.12)
By summing the l-h-s of (A.12) for i from l up to L, for each j we get not more than r+1 terms
of the type P⊥
Ω j
and the inequality in (A.11) follows . 
Lemma A.3. For t > 0 sufficiently small as stated in Corollary 2.7, the following bound holds
(Φ, P
(+)
Ik,q
(GIk,q − EIk,q )P(+)Ik,qΦ) ≥
∆Ik,q
2
(Φ, P
(+)
Ik,q
(H0Ik,q + 1)P
(+)
Ik,q
Φ) (A.13)
for any vector Φ in the domain of H0
Ik,q
, where ∆Ik,q is the spectral gap. Consequently,∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1(GIk,q − EIk,q) 12 P
(+)
Ik,q
(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
√
2
∆
1
2
Ik,q
(A.14)
and ∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1(GIk,q − EIk,q )P(+)Ik,q(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
√
2
∆Ik,q
. (A.15)
Proof.
The proof of (A.13) follows from inequality (2.57) stated in Lemma 2.5. Regarding the oper-
ator norm in (A.14), we estimate∥∥∥∥∥∥∥(H0Ik,q + 1) 12P(+)Ik,q 1(GIk,q − EIk,q) 12 Ψ
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
(A.16)
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for vectors Ψ of the form
(GIk,q−EIk,q )
1
2Φ
‖(GIk,q−EIk,q )
1
2Φ‖
, where Φ is in the domain ofGIk,qP
(+)
Ik,q
= P
(+)
Ik,q
GIk,qP
(+)
Ik,q
.
The squared norm in (A.16) is seen to coincide with
(Φ, (H0
Ik,q
+ 1)Φ)
(Φ, (GIk,q − EIk,q )Φ)
≤ 2
∆Ik,q
, (A.17)
where the inequality above corresponds to (A.13). The operator norm in (A.15) follows from
(A.14) and Corollary 2.5 which implies
‖ 1
P
(+)
Ik,q
(GIk,q − EIk,q )
1
2P
(+)
Ik,q
‖ ≤ 1
∆
1
2
Ik,q
.

Lemma A.4. Assume that t > 0 is sufficiently small, ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ t
r−1
4 , and ∆Ik,q ≥ 12 . Then,
for arbitrary N, k ≥ 1, and q ≥ 2, the inequalities
‖V (k,q)
Ik,q
‖H0 ≤ 2‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 (A.18)
‖S Ik,q‖ ≤ At ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 (A.19)
‖S Ik,q (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 ‖ = ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 S Ik,q‖ ≤ Bt ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 (A.20)
hold true for universal constants A and B. For q = 1, V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
is replaced by V
(k−1,N−k+1)
Ik,q
in the
right side of (A.18) and (A.19).
Proof
In the following we assume q ≥ 2; if q = 1 an analogous proof holds. We recall that
V
(k,q)
Ik,q
:=
∞∑
j=1
t j−1(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
(A.21)
and
S Ik,q :=
∞∑
j=1
t j(S Ik,q ) j (A.22)
with
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)1 = V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
,
and, for j ≥ 2,
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j := (A.23)∑
p≥2,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
1
p!
ad (S Ik;q)r1
(
ad (S Ik,q)r2 . . . (ad (S Ik,q )rp(GIk,q)
)
(A.24)
+
∑
p≥1,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j−1
1
p!
ad (S Ik,q )r1
(
ad (S Ik,q)r2 . . . (ad (S Ik,q )rp(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
)
, .(A.25)
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and
(S Ik,q) j := ad
−1GIk,q ((V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)odj ) =
1
GIk,q − EIk,q
P
(+)
Ik,q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j P
(−)
Ik,q
− h.c. . (A.26)
where j ≥ 1.
From the lines above we derive
ad (S Ik,q )rp(GIk,q) = ad (S Ik,q )rp(GIk,q − EIk,q)
= [
1
GIk,q − EIk,q
P
(+)
Ik,q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp P
(−)
Ik,q
, GIk,q − EIk,q] + h.c. (A.27)
= −P(+)
Ik,q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp P
(−)
Ik,q
− P(−)
Ik,q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp P
(+)
Ik,q
. (A.28)
We start by showing the following inequality
‖(S Ik,q ) j‖ ≤
2
√
2
∆Ik,q
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 , (A.29)
where ‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 will turn out to be bounded in the next step. Regarding estimate (A.29),
it follows from the following computation:
‖(S Ik,q ) j‖ (A.30)
≤ 2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1GIk,q − EIk,q P(+)Ik,q (V (k,q−1)Ik,q ) j P(−)Ik,q
∥∥∥∥∥∥ (A.31)
= 2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1GIk,q − EIk,q P(+)Ik,q (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (H0Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j(H
0
Ik,q
+ 1)−
1
2P
(−)
Ik,q
∥∥∥∥∥∥ (A.32)
≤ 2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1GIk,q − EIk,q P(+)Ik,q (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ‖(V (k,q−1)Ik,q ) j‖H0 (A.33)
≤ 2
√
2
∆Ik,q
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 , (A.34)
where we have used (A.14) for the last inequality.
Analogously, making use of (A.15) and (H0
Ik,q
+ 1)
1
2P
(−)
Ik,q
= P
(−)
Ik,q
, we estimate
‖(S Ik,q ) j(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 ‖ = ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (S Ik,q ) j‖ ≤
2 +
√
2
∆Ik,q
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 . (A.35)
Next, we want to prove that
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 ≤ (A.36)
j∑
p=2
(2c)p
p!
∑
r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
‖ (V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)r1‖H0‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q )r2‖H0 . . . ‖ (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp‖H0
+2‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0
j−1∑
p=1
(2c)p
p!
∑
r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j−1
‖ (V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)r1‖H0‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q )r2‖H0 . . . ‖ (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp‖H0 ,
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where c := 2+
√
2
∆Ik,q
(> 2
√
2
∆Ik,q
). In order to show this, we note that formula (A.23) yielding (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j
contains two sums. We first deal with the second, namely
∑
p≥1,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j−1
1
p!
ad (S Ik;q )r1
(
ad (S Ik;q)r2 . . . (ad .(S Ik,q)rp(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
)
.
Each summand of the above sum is in turn a sum of 2p terms which, up to a sign, are permu-
tations of
(S Ik,q )r1(S Ik,q )r2 . . . (S Ik,q)rpV
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
,
with the potential V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
allowed to appear at any position. It suffices to study only one of
these terms, for the others can be treated in the same way. For instance, we can treat
(S Ik,q )r1V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
(S Ik,q )r2 . . . (S Ik,q )rp .
Notice that
‖(S Ik,q )r1V (k,q−1)Ik,q (S Ik,q )r2 . . . (S Ik,q )rp‖H0
= ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)−
1
2 (S Ik,q )r1(H
0
Ik,q
+ 1)
1
2 (H0Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
(H0Ik,q + 1)
− 1
2 (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (S Ik,q )r2 . . . (S Ik,q )rp(H
0
Ik,q
+ 1)−
1
2 ‖
≤ ‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0‖(S Ik,q )r1 (H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 ‖ ‖(H0Ik,q + 1)
1
2 (S Ik,q )r2‖ . . . ‖(S Ik,q )rp‖
≤ cp‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q )r1‖H0‖ (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)r2‖H0 . . . ‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q )rp‖H0 ,
where (A.29) and (A.35) have been used. Putting these terms together we get the second sum
of (A.36).
As for the first sum in (A.23), i.e.,
∑
p≥2,r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
1
p!
ad (S Ik,q )r1
(
ad (S Ik,q )r2 . . . (ad (S Ik,q )rp(GIk,q)
)
,
we note that each of its summands is in turn the sum up to a sign of all permutations of
(S Ik,q )r1(S Ik,q )r2 . . . (S Ik,q )rp−1[−P+Ik,q (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rpP
−
Ik,q
− P−Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rpP
+
Ik,q
] .
Now a very minor variation of the computations above shows that the ‖ · ‖H0-norm of the first
sum in (A.23) is bounded from above by
j∑
p=2
(2c)p
p!
∑
r1≥1...,rp≥1 ; r1+···+rp= j
‖ (V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)r1‖H0‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q )r2‖H0 . . . ‖ (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)rp‖H0 ;
here we have implicitly assumed that c > 1, without loss of generality.
From now on, we closely follow the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [DFFR]; that is, assuming
‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 , 0, we recursively define numbers B j, j ≥ 1, by the equations
B1 := ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 = ‖(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
)1‖H0 , (A.37)
B j :=
1
a
j−1∑
k=1
B j−kBk , j ≥ 2 , (A.38)
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with a > 0 satisfying the relation
e2ca − 1 +
(
e2ca − 2ca − 1
a
)
− 1 = 0 (A.39)
Using (A.37), (A.38), (A.36), and an induction, it is not difficult to prove that (see Theorem
3.2 in [DFFR]) for j ≥ 2
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 ≤ B j
(e2ca − 2ca − 1
a
)
+ 2‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 B j−1
(e2ca − 1
a
)
. (A.40)
From (A.37) and (A.38) it also follows that
B j ≥
2B j−1‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0
a
⇒ B j−1 ≤ a
B j
2‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0
, (A.41)
which, when combined with (A.40) and (A.39), yields
B j ≥ ‖ (V (k,q−1)Ik,q ) j‖H0 . (A.42)
The numbers B j are the Taylor’s coefficients of the function
f (x) :=
a
2
·
 1 −
√
1 − (4
a
· ‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0 ) x
 , (A.43)
(see [DFFR]). We observe that
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
‖H0 = max{‖P(+)Ik;q(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) jP
(+)
Ik;q
‖H0 , ‖P(−)Ik,q(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) jP
(−)
Ik,q
‖H0 } (A.44)
= max
#=±
‖( 1
H0
Ik,q
+ 1
)
1
2P
(#)
Ik;q
(V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) jP
(#)
Ik;q
(
1
H0
Ik,q
+ 1
)
1
2 ‖ (A.45)
= max
#=±
‖P(#)
Ik,q
(
1
H0
Ik,q
+ 1
)
1
2 (V
(k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j(
1
H0
Ik,q
+ 1
)
1
2P
(#)
Ik,q
‖ (A.46)
≤ ‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
) j‖H0 . (A.47)
Therefore the radius of analyticity, t0, of
∞∑
j=1
t j−1‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
‖H0 =
d
dt
( ∞∑
j=1
t j
j
‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
‖H0
)
(A.48)
is bounded below by the radius of analyticity of
∑∞
j=1 x
jB j, i.e.,
t0 ≥ a
4‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0
≥ a
4
(A.49)
where we have assumed 0 < t < 1 and invoked the assumption ‖V (k,q−1)
Ir,i
‖H0 ≤ t
r−1
4 . Thanks to
the inequality in (A.29), the same bound holds true for the radius of convergence of the series
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S Ik,q :=
∑∞
j=1 t
j(S Ik,q ) j . For 0 < t < 1 and in the interval (0,
a
8
), by using (A.37) and (A.42) we
can estimate
∞∑
j=1
t j−1‖(V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
)
diag
j
‖H0 ≤
1
t
∞∑
j=1
t jB j (A.50)
=
1
t
· a
2
·
 1 −
√
1 − (4
a
· ‖V (k,q−1)
Ik,q
‖H0) t
 (A.51)
≤ (1 +Ca · t) ‖V (k,q−1)Ik,q ‖H0 (A.52)
for some a-dependent constant Ca > 0. Hence the inequality in (A.18) holds true, provided
t is sufficiently small but independent of N, k, and q. In a similar way, we derive (A.19) and
(A.20), using (A.30)-(A.34) and (A.35), respectively.
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